
Did you know!

gold is Extraterrestrial 



The Journey of Gold from
Space to Earth

“Instead of arising from our planet’s rocky 
crust, it was actually cooked up in space 

and is present on Earth because of cataclys-
mic stellar explosions called supernovae”



Facts 
Rhodium is the 2nd rarest metal in the world
 
Gold is the 7th rarest metal in the world

Platinum is the 8th rarest metal in the world

Precious metal worth certification duo
to its value and rarity



Hallmarking
Hallmarks: are small symbols and pictures 
stamped onto precious metal jewellery and goods. 

The purpose? It's all about identifying precious 
metal’s purity, form, origin, authenticity and value. 

Each nation has created requirements and distinc-
tive metal hallmarks and markings.



Profits 
Consumer and retail protection against fraud

Identify the precious metal form, origin, authenticity and value

Strengthen recognition and brand image

Increase credibility 

Help to develop a leading gold market centre in the World
 
Develop export competitiveness

Hallmark will serve as third party assurance



Essential
hallmarks Fineness mark 

Sponsors mark



Fineness mark
Shows the purity of the precious metal

Fineness mark 



Assay Office
Birmingham

London

Edinburgh

tested and marked the item. 



Sponsor mark
These three hallmark varieties should feature on every piece of pre-
cious metal jewellery you buy today. 

Represents the individual, retailer or manufacturer that sent 
the item to be hallmarked. To acquire a sponsor mark, you 

ture up to  3 letters.



Optional marks
Date Letter Mark.

Traditional Fineness Mark.

Duty Marks.

Commemorative Marks.

European Marks.

Common Control Marks



United Kingdom
Precious metal standards for hallmarking 



Bahrain
Precious metal standards for hallmarking 





The palm tree represents the Kingdom's 

heritage, history, and resources natural 
and non-natural.
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The Falcon is the chief over all the winged creatures. Falcon conveys the powers 

any other bird.
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